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Abstract. The interdependencies between infrastructures may be the
cause of serious problems in mission/safety critical systems. In the CRU-
TIAL project the interdependencies between the electricity infrastruc-
ture (EI) and the information infrastructure (II) responsible for its con-
trol; maintenance and management have been thoroughly studied, more-
over countermeasures to substantially reduce the risk to interrupt the
service have been developed in the project. The possible interdependen-
cies have been investigated by means of model at this abstraction levels.
In this paper, we present high level models describing the various interde-
pendencies between the EI and the II infrastructures, then we illustrate
on a simple scenario how these models can be detailed to allow the eval-
uation of some measures of dependability.

1 Introduction

There is a wide consensus that developing modeling frameworks for understand-
ing interdependencies among critical infrastructures and analyzing their impact
is a necessary step for building interconnected infrastructures on which a justified
level of confidence can be placed with respect to their robustness to potential
vulnerabilities and disruptions. Modeling can provide useful insights into how
component failures might propagate and lead to cascading, or escalating failures
in interdependent infrastructures, and assess the impact of these failures on the
service delivered to the users. In the context of CRUTIAL, we focus on two
interdependent infrastructures: the electric power infrastructure (EI) and the
information infrastructure (II) supporting management, business, control and
maintenance functionality.

As discussed in [3], there has been extensive work on the modeling of in-
dividual infrastructures and various methods and tools have been developed to
predict the consequences of potential disruptions within an individual infrastruc-
ture. However, the modeling and evaluation of interdependent infrastructures is
still at an exploratory stage. The modeling activities carried out in CRUTIAL
aim at contributing to fill this gap taking into account in particular: a) the three



types of failures that are characteristic of interdependent infrastructures [6] (cas-
cading3, escalating4, and common-cause failures), b) various classes of faults that
can occur, including accidental as well as malicious threats, c) the temporal and
structural characteristics of the power and information infrastructures investi-
gated. A major challenge lies in the complexity of the modeled infrastructures
in terms of largeness, multiplicity of interactions and types of interdependencies
involved. To address this problem, a number of abstractions and appropriate
approaches for composition of models are necessary. In CRUTIAL, the inter-
dependencies have been analyzed at different levels: from a very abstract view
expressing the essence of the typical phenomena due to the presence of interde-
pendencies, to an intermediate detail level representing in a rather abstract way
the structure of the system (in some scenarios of interest), to a quite detailed
level where the system components and their interaction are modeled in a fairly
realistic way and simulation is used to derive interesting reliability measures. In
this paper a two-level modeling approach is proposed and illustrated through a
simple scenario inspired by the CRUTIAL project. This is part of a multi-level
and multi-formalism approach to the qualitative and quantitative study of the
interdependencies between the EI and the II controlling and managing it.

In Section 2 the highest abstraction level is considered, showing the sequences
of (abstract) events leading to typical interdependency phenomena such as cas-
cading and escalation. In Section 3 a (simple) scenario is used to illustrate a
more refined, second level representation, from which quantitative information
can be provided to enable performance/reliability analysis. We will show how
the higher level models can be composed with the more refined one and used to
highlight possible instantiations of the abstract interdependencies phenomena.
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 High-level abstract models of interdependencies

This section summarizes the high-level abstract models presented in [5]. We
model the EI and II behavior globally, taking into account the impact of failures
in the infrastructures, and their effects on both infrastructures, without taking
into account explicitly their underlying implementation structure. For sake of
clarity, events and states of the II are prefixed by i- while those of the EI are
prefixed by e-. We first address accidental failures in II, then malicious attacks.

2.1 Accidental failure model

The model, given in Fig. 1, is based on assumptions related to the behavior of
the infrastructures as resulting from their failures and mutual interdependencies.
These assumptions are summarized, before commenting the model.

3 Cascading failures occur when a failure in one infrastructure causes the failure of
one or more component(s) in a second infrastructure

4 Escalating failures occur when an existing failure in one infrastructure exacerbates
an independent failure in another infrastructure, increasing its severity or the time
for recovery and restoration from this failure



Fig. 1. Model of the two infrastructures when considering accidental failures.

Fig. 2. Model of the two infrastructures when considering malicious attacks.



Impact of i-failures. Accidental i-failures, affecting the II can be either masked
(unsignaled) i-failures, leading to latent errors, or signaled. Latent errors can
be either passive (i.e., without any action on the EI, but keeping the operators
uninformed of possible disruptions occurring in the EI) or active (provoking
undue configuration changes in the EI). After signaled i-failures, the II is in
a partial i-outage state. Latent errors can accumulate. Signaled i-failures may
take place when the II is in latent error states. When the II is in a partial i-
outage state, i-restoration is necessary to bring it back to an i-working state. We
assume that an i-failure puts some constraints on the EI (i.e., cascading failure),
leading to a weakened EI (e.g., with a lower performance, unduly isolations, or
unnecessary off-line trips of production plants or of transmission lines). From an
e-weakened state after a signaled i-failure, a configuration restoration leads EI
back into a working state, because no e-failures occurred in the EI. Accumulation
of untimely configuration changes, may lead to e-lost state (i.e., a blackout state),
from which an e-restoration is required to bring back the EI into an e-working
state. The above events and the resulting states are recapitulated in Table 1.

Impact of e-failures. We consider that the occurrence of e-failures leads the EI to
be in a partial e-outage state, unless propagation within the infrastructure leads
to losing its control (e.g., a blackout of the power grid) because of an i-failure
(this latter case corresponds to escalating events). Also e-failures may lead the
II to an i-weakened state in which parts of the II can no longer implement their
functions, although they are not failed, due to constraints originating from the
failure of the EI. The above events and the states are recapitulated in Table 2.

2.2 Malicious attacks model.

Attacks fall into two classes: deceptive attacks provoking unperceived malfunc-
tions, thus similar to the latent errors previously considered, and perceptible
attacks creating detected damages. Deceptive attacks can be passive (i.e., with-
out any direct action of the II on the EI) or active, provoking configuration
changes in the EI, by the II.

Fig. 2 gives the state machine model of the infrastructures. Due to the very
nature of attacks, a distinction has to be performed for both infrastructures
between their real status and their apparent status. For the EI, the apparent
status is as reported by the II. Models of Figs. 1 and 2 are very similar: they
differ by the semantics of the states and of the inter-state transitions.

In state 2, the effects of the passive deceptive attack are: i) the II looks
like working while it is in a partial i-outage state due to the attack, ii) it does
not perform any action on the EI, but informs wrongly the operator that the
EI is in partial i-outage, and as consequence iii) the operator performs some
configuration changes in the EI leading it to a i-weakened state. Accumulation
of configuration changes by the operator may lead the EI into e-lost state.

In state 3, the effects of the active deceptive attack are: i) the II looks like
working while it is in a partial i-outage state due to the attack, ii)it performs some
configuration changes in the EI leading it to a weakened state without informing



Events

Signaled i-failure Detected i-failure.

Masked i-failure Undetected i-failure.

i-restoration Action for bringing back the II in its normal functioning after i-
failure(s).

States

i-working The II ensures normal control of the EI.

Passive latent error Parts of the II have an i-failure, which prevents monitoring of the EI:
e-failures may remain unnoticed.

Active latent error Parts of the II have an i-failure, that may lead to unnecessary, and
unnoticed configuration changes.

Partial i-outage Parts of the II have knowingly an i-failure. Partial i-outage is assumed:
the variety of functions and of the components of the infrastructure,
and its essential character of large network make unlikely total outage.

i-weakened Parts of the II can no longer implement their functions, although they
do not have an i-failure, due to constraints originating from e-failures
(e.g., shortage of electricity supply of unprotected parts).

Table 1. States and events of the information infrastructure (II).

Events

e-failure Malfunctioning of elements of the power grid: production plants,
transformers, transmission lines, breakers, etc.

e-restoration Actions for bringing back the EI in its normal functioning af-
ter e-failure(s) occurred. Typically, e-restoration is a sequence of
configuration change(s), repair(s), configuration restoration(s).

e-configuration change Change of configuration of the power grid that are not immediate
consequences of e-failures, e.g., off-line trips of production plants
or of transmission lines.

e-configuration restoration Act of bringing back the EI in its initial configuration, when con-
figuration changes have taken place.

States

e-working Electricity production, transmission and distribution are ensured
in normal conditions.

Partial e-outage Due to e-failure(s), electricity production, transmission and dis-
tribution are no longer ensured in normal conditions, they are
however somehow ensured, in degraded conditions.

e-lost Propagation of e-failures within the EI led to losing its control,
i.e., a blackout occurred.

e-weakened Electricity production, transmission and distribution are no
longer ensured in normal conditions, due to i-failure(s) of the
II that constrain the functioning of the EI, although no e-failure
occurred in the latter. The capability of the EI is degraded: lower
performance, configuration changes, possible manual control, etc.

Table 2. States and events of the electricity infrastructure (EI).



the operator, for whom the EI appears as if it were working. Accumulation of
configuration changes by the II may lead the EI into a e-lost state. The difference
between states 2 and 3 is that in state 2 the operator has made some actions on
the EI and is aware of the e-weakened state, while in state 3 the operator is not
aware of the actions performed by the II on the EI.

After detection of the attack, the apparent states of the infrastructures be-
come identical to the real ones (state 4), in which i-restoration and e-configuration
restoration are necessary to bring back the infrastructures to their working
states. States 5, 6 and 7 are very similar respectively to states 5, 6 and 7 of
Fig. 1, except that in state 6 the II is in a partial i-outage state following a
perceptible attack in Fig. 2 and following a signaled i-failure in Fig. 1. State
8 corresponds to e-lost state but the operator is not aware, he/she has been
informed wrongly by the partial i-outage of II that it is in a partial e-outage
state.

2.3 Global conceptual model

The global abstract model, taking into both account accidental failures and
malicious attacks, results from the superposition of the two models. In [4], a
unified model is presented. In this paper we have presented the separate models
for sake of simplicity. Our aim is to illustrate how to join the abstract modeling
level to detailed models allowing dependability quantification.

3 Detailed models of scenarios

The high level abstract models show typical failure scenarios and the combined
states of the infrastructures as resulting from their interdependencies. The eval-
uation of quantitative dependability measures based on these models requires
the specification of the probability distributions associated with the transitions
of the abstract models. As these transitions result from the occurrence of several
elementary events affecting the components of the infrastructures, the develop-
ment of more detailed models highlighting these events and taking into account
the internal behavior of the infrastructures should help to identify representa-
tive probability distributions. States in Fig. 1 and 2 are in reality macro states
gathering a set of elementary states of the infrastructures in which the service
delivered is equivalent. Let us for example consider the transition from state 1
to state 4 in Fig. 1. This transition takes place only when the accumulation of
elementary events result in a significant degradation of the service delivered by
EI, leading it to an e-weakened state”

Quantification of dependability measures requires to model the underlying
systems behavior. A measure of dependability could be for example the distri-
bution of the time to reach state4 from state 1, either directly or through states
2 and 3, i.e. the distribution of the time to a signaled failure (Fig. 1), or the
distribution of the time to a perceptible attack (Fig. 2).



Fig. 3. Architecture of the EI and II considered for the example

In this section, we show a simple example of a detailed model allowing the
evaluation of this distribution. We will describe the underlying system and its
associated models and show the relationship between the detailed and the high-
level abstract model.

3.1 A more detailed model of a simple scenario

The system considered is described in [2] and it is illustrated in Fig. 3. It repre-
sents the teleoperation function performed between a Control Centre (CC) and
a SubStation (SS), by means of a communication network. We suppose that the
communication between the sites is performed in the following way: the CC sends
requests to the SS to obtain the execution of a command by the SS (e.g. arming,
etc.), or to retrieve data from the SS (signals, measures, etc.). The SS replies to
the CC by acknowledging the command execution, or by sending the required
data. Each communication needs a minimum level of available bandwidth to be
completed. In this context we consider two types of i-failures, bringing the sys-
tem from state 1 to state 4 of Figs 1 and 2 models respectively.
1. A signaled i-failure of the CC that can occur in the two following cases: the
TELECONTROL devices (ATS or ATS Web Server) are not available or the
communication inside the CC is not available due to the failure of the LAN, or
the Firewall, or the Router.
2. A perceptible denial of service (DoS) attack to the communication network.
Such attack consists of sending a high number of packets on the communica-
tion network, with the effect of reducing the available bandwidth and causing
excessive delay or loss of the packages between CC and SS. A DoS attack may
last for a random period of time, and it may be blocked by the success of a
countermeasure (firewalling, traffic monitoring, etc.).



3.2 Description of the model

For modeling the above events, scenario we use a multi-formalism combining the
Stochastic Well-formed Net (SWN) [1] and Fault Tree (FT) [7] formalisms. In
particular, the multi-formalism model is composed by two submodels: an SWN
model and an FT model. The first is an SWN model (Fig. 4), which represents
the exchange of requests and replies between the CC and the SS by means of the
communication network, and the possibility of the occurrence of a DoS attack
on the same network. Instead the second one, a FT model(Fig. 5), represents
the failure mode of the CC.

The SWN formalism has been chosen to this aim, because it allows to model
in compact way the exchange of several requests and replies at the same time, and
gives also the possibility to extend easily the model for two or more SSs. In fact
the SWN formalism extending the PN formalism with “colour” allows to have
distinguished tokens, which can be graphically represented as dots of different
colours, so that the colour attached to a token carries some kind of information.
Thanks to this feature it is possible to have a compact and parametric description
of the system. Moreover this formalism provides also efficient solution techniques
exploiting automatically the system symmetries.
SWN model description. The SWN model is shown in Fig. 4 where the dashed

boxes represent the CC, the SS and the attacker respectively. The transition
CC send models the generation of a request to be sent to the SS, by putting a
colored token inside the place CC buffer out and inside the place Commands

describing the requests to be sent on the network, and the requests waiting for a
reply, respectively. The bandwidth is modeled by a set of tokens inside the place
Bandwidth; each time a request has to be sent (a colored token is present in
CC buffer out), the marking of Bandwidth is reduced by one for modeling the
reduction of bandwidth due to the transmission (transition CC transmit).

When the transition CC transmit fires the colored token representing the
request is moved from the place CC out to the place SS buffer in, in order to
model the receipt of the request by the SSs. Moreover, the firing of CC transmit

determines the increase of the marking of the place Bandwidth, in order to model
that more bandwidth is now available.

The requests to be processed by the SS are represented by colored tokens
inside the place SS buffer in. The processing is modeled by the transition
process. The replies are represented by colored tokens put inside the place
SS buffer out; their transmission is represented by the transition SS transmit;
as in the case of the requests, the transmission of replies determines a tempo-
rary decrease of the marking of the place Bandwidth. Once the reply is received
by the CC (colored token inside the place CC buffer in), the corresponding
pending request is removed from the place Commands.

The failure event of the CC is modeled by the transition CC fail whose firing
rate5 is computed by solving FT model in Fig. 5. The firing of such transition
determines the marking of the place CC failed modeling the state of failure. The

5 it is the inverse of mean time to fail of the CC computed by means of the FT model;
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marking of CC failed causes the inhibition of the transition CC send generating
the requests.

The attacker state is modeled by the places Idle and Active; the initial state
is idle, but it can turn to active after the firing of the transition Begin attack.
In the active state, the attacker generates packets (transition AT send whose
firing is controlled by the FT) to be transmitted on the communication network
(transition AT transmit). As in the case of the transmission of requests and
replies, the transmission of the attacker packets determines the reduction of the
marking of the place Bandwidth. The complete unavailability of the bandwidth
(the success of the DoS attack) is modeled by the place DoS becoming marked
when no tokens are present in the place Bandwidth. The state of the attacker
can turn back to idle if the transition End attack fires representing that the
countermeasure discovers the attack.

The loss of replies is modeled by the timed transition Delay: if a colored token
(pending request) stays inside the place Commands for a long time (the cor-
responding reply has not been received during that time), the transition Delay

may fire leading to the marking of the place Packet loss modeling the loss of a
reply. Moreover the transition Reset removes a token by the place Packet loss.

Finally the transitions perceptible attack, signaled failure, recovery and recov-

ery1, and the places afterPA and afterSF are used for mapping this model on
the abstract model (sect. 2), as we will describe in details in the next section.
FT model description. Fig. 5 shows the FT model representing the failure mode of
the CC. Such failure is represented by the top event called CONTROL CENTRE.
Such event is the output of an OR gate whose inputs are the event TELECON-

TROL and NETWORK ; therefore, the top event (the CC failure) occurs if the
telecontrol function or CC network fails. The event TELECONTROL repre-
sents the failure of the telecontrol devices; such event is the output of an OR
gate having ATS and ATS WEB SERV ER as input events. Therefore the
event TELECONTROL is caused by the failure of the ATS4 or by the failure
of ATS WEB SERVER. Finally the NETWORK fails if the ROUTER, the
FIREWALL or the LAN fails.

3.3 Interpretation of the model measures w.r.t. the abstract model

The abstract model introduced in Sec. 2 allows capturing at a high abstraction
level the interesting interdependency phenomena. The example introduced in
this section can be mapped on the abstract model as follows:
1. The signaled i-failure in the CC is triggered by the firing of the transition
CC failed whose firing time is controlled by the FT model.
2.The perceptible attack corresponds to a loss of responsiveness due to a DoS
attack and is modeled by a transition firing activated when n commands are lost
in a short period. Observe that in the model command messages (and the corre-
sponding acknowledgments) are never actually lost, however if the acknowledg-
ment of a transmitted command arrives later than a specified maximum amount
of time, this is interpreted as a command loss. This mechanism is implemented
by introducing a Delay transition, activated when a command has been sent



from the CC, and working as a timeout used to record an excessive delay of
the command acknowledge. When Delay fires, another timeout starts to count,
which is used to forget about command/acknowledge losses after a certain time
since their occurrence. If the model manages to accumulate enough (n) com-
mand losses before they expire, this is interpreted as an indication that some
misbehavior is happening which should be signaled.

The connection between the detailed and abstract models can be performed
in different ways: the first option is to define a correspondence among states: so
for example we could say that all states with at least one token in place afterPA

or in place afterSF correspond to state 4 while all states where these two places
are not marked correspond to state 1. So to compute the distribution of the time
required to reach abstract state 4 from abstract state 1 can be performed on the
detailed model by simply making the states with m(afterPA)+m(afterSF ) > 0
as absorbing and computing on the model the distribution of the time to ab-
sorption. If we consider also the possibility of restoration (which for the moment
is represented in the detailed model as two simple ”reset” transitions, called
recovery and recovery1, which bring the whole net back to the initial state),
then we can also compute steady state behavior measures, e.g. the probability
of being in state 1 or 4.

The alternative way to couple the two models is by making a correspon-
dence between the transitions: in this example this is particularly simple be-
cause transitions ”Signaled failure” and ”Perceived attack” (as well as “recovery”
and“recovery1”) can be directly put in correspondence with the homonymous
transitions in the abstract model: in this case the mapping among the states
is indirect (but can be made explicit by adding some “implicit places” in the
detailed model representing the abstract model states and connect them to the
matching transitions).

Finally, in order to compute performance measures it is necessary to asso-
ciate a firing delay probability distribution with every timed transition in the
detailed model. These firing delay probability distributions can be deduced from
experimental data obtained both by real system behavior observation and by
testbed simulation. After that, if all these distributions can be expressed by neg-
ative exponential distributions then the system performance measures can be
computed by numerical analysis, else by simulation.

4 Conclusion and perspective

This paper presented a dependability modeling approach that takes into ac-
count interdependencies related failures affecting electrical infrastructures and
associated information infrastructures supporting e.g., management, control and
monitoring activities. Two abstraction levels are considered. At the highest level,
each infrastructure is modeled globally as a black box and the proposed mod-
els identify cascading and escalating related failure scenarios and corresponding
service restoration actions resulting from accidental failures or malicious attacks.



The failure scenarios highlighted at this abstraction level result from the oc-
currence and propagation of elementary events originating from the subsystems
and components of the infrastructures.

The development of detailed models taking into account the structure and
the internal behaviour of the infrastructures is useful to link the elementary fail-
ure events to the high level scenarios of cascading and escalating failures. Also,
the detailed models can contribute to the definition of the probability distri-
butions to be associated to the transitions in the high level abstract model to
evaluate quantitative measures charac-terizing the impact of interdependencies
with regards to the occurrence of blackouts. One of the critical issues that need
to be addressed in this context is the mapping of the detailed models to the
high-level abstract models. The example presented in this paper, inspired from
a case study investigated in CRUTIAL, is aimed at illustrating how this map-
ping can be achieved and how the effects of accidental and malicious failures can
be analyzed together.

So far we have considered simple scenarios. More complex detailed models
are currently investigated in the context of the project taking into account the
main subsystems and components of both the electrical and the information
infrastructures.

Future work also includes the development of a general compositional ap-
proach based on stochastic Petri nets to facilitate the construction and process-
ing of the abstract models and their mapping to lower level more models.
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